IndiaZakat.com
On the path of self-sustenance.
What is Zakat?

Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be to him) said, “Islam stands on five pillars.

- **Shahada**: Shahada is the declaration of faith and trust by saying a sentence in Arabic language that is “Ash-hadu alлаа ilaa laаsha Allaha wa ash-hadu annа muhammadan Abduhu wa rasoolhu.”

- **Salat**: This is the Islamic way of praying. Salat is performed in Arabic language. Starts from Takbeer and ends on Sakaam.

- **Sawm**: During the entire month of Ramadan Muslims are obligated to Sawm every day from dawn to sunset. Fasting requires the abstinence from food, drink and sexual activity.

- **Zakat**: Zakat is a form of alms-giving treated in Islam as a religious obligation for all Muslims who meet the necessary criteria of wealth.

- **Hajj**: The Hajj is an annual Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca, the most holy city of the Muslims and a mandatory religious duty for Muslims that must be carried out once in lifetime by all adult Muslims who are physically, financially capable of undertaking the journey, and can support their family during their absence.
What is Zakat?

Speak fair to the people, steadfast in prayer (Salah) and practice the regular charity (Zakat) 
(Qur'an 2:43)

Steadfast in prayer (Salah), practice regular charity (Zakat) and bow down with those who bow down in worship
(Qur'an 2:83)
Importance of Collective Zakat

If Juma and Eid Prayers can not be performed without the presence of a representative, why no Zakat collected by Baitulmal by a body of Muslims and System of Zakat established

*Imam Qadhuri, Mukhtasar Alqadhuri*

“I say with authority that Zakat given individually is not the proper Zakat as enshrined in the Shariah”

*Moulana Abul Kalam Azad*
AMP National Zakat Survey-2019

30% No Knowledge of Zakat
- 30% of Zakat eligible Indian Muslims have no knowledge of Zakat

60% Donate to same person
- 60% Donate to the same person/individual every year

40% Inability to Calculate
- 40% Who pay zakat do not correctly calculate

94% Need of Collective System
- 94% Donors opined need for collective Zakat Management
Disadvantages of Current System

01 Ineffective utilization of transformational potential of divine economic tool, “Zakat”

02 Poor streamlining of Zakat distribution channels leading to unequal access to Zakat

03 No centralized database of beneficiaries and donors leading to duplicity in distribution

04 Inaccessibility of online community to donate to their respective geographies from anywhere in the world and unorganized intermediators network
Ideal Strategic Zakat Utilization

Distribution of zakat fund in India should be in the following pattern:

01. Health Programs - 30%

02. Educational Program - 20%

03. Financial Programs - 13%

04. Others - 37%
To transform Zakat taker of today into Zakat giver of tomorrow
Mission

01 To create a centralized national level digital platform for effective utilization of Zakat

02 To create user-friendly, secured, trusted and transparent platform to govern Zakat Management system

03 To bring the Zakat givers and Zakat takers on one platform with real time statistics

04 Under the guidance of Ulemas and Islamic finance experts, to enable Zakat as a tool for social transformation
Advisory Board and Zakat Council

IndiaZakat.com will be advised by highly qualified, senior shari’a scholars, ulema’s, domain experts, and social leaders from India and Abroad.

Zakat Council

The strategy, technology, communication and operations will be managed by senior professionals, accomplished leaders, Fintech experts and shari’a experts from India and Abroad.
How we will achieve it?

01 By creating “IndiaZakat.com”, a platform to perform Zakat calculation and donation at fingertips

02 By governing the platform under supervision of experts around the globe

03 By utilizing AMP India's strong network of 100+ cities, 20+ Countries and 1 Lac+ professional to perform due diligence and impact analysis
How it Works?

1. Beneficiaries
2. Donate Zakat
3. NGO
4. Digital Platform
5. Zakat Council
6. Institutions
7. Receive Updates
8. Disburse

- Create Cause
- Perform Due Diligence
- Accessible by Mobile, PC, Tab
- Receive Reports

Business Houses
Professionals
Due Diligence and Transparency

01 Cause Creator in the form of NGOs and Institutions will be curated based on Platform Requirements and Sharia Requirements.

02 Cause will be thoroughly reviewed and verified by Admin before approval for the listing and approval for raising funds.

03 Transparency of end to end transactions will reported on recurring basis.

04 Security and Data Protection is considered at High Priority.
Let's Join Hands

✓ Feel proud and associate yourself with Indiazakat.com
✓ Help us to reach out to every door of needy
✓ Call people towards this ultimate good and be the part of this transformation
✓ Help us in zakat disbursement and measure its impact
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